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About DPA

Why do we exist?

The mission of Drowning Prevention Auckland (DPA) is to prevent drowning through education,
research, and advocacy and consequently we are a lead agency for drowning prevention education in
the Auckland region. Our vision is an Auckland free from drowning, achieved through the
development of water competence and changing knowledge, attitudes and behaviours.
We target groups overrepresented in Auckland drowning statistics, and identified in research, to
develop water competence (practical skills, knowledge, and attitudes) to encourage safer behaviours
in, on and around water.
Our approach is across three channels of engagement and delivery – where we live (community),
where we work (workplace) and where we learn (education). Through a range of innovative,
evaluated, and enjoyable learning opportunities we help individuals, families, communities, and
workplaces to be safer from drowning.

Where We Live

Where We Work

Where We Learn

STRATEGIC PLAN: 2020 – 2025

Chairperson Report
I am pleased to present the 2019 annual report
for Drowning Prevention Auckland (DPA). Our
year began with the opportunity to look forward
to the future. We welcomed a new Chief
Executive Nicola Keen-Biggelaar and reviewed
our vision and mission. Our Mātāpono and the
four pou (pillars) provided a sound base upon
which to revise and renew our strategic goals.
We now have a strategic plan which will drive
our focus on drowning prevention education,
advocacy and research for individuals, whānau
and community whether it be in, on or around
the water in the Auckland region to 2025. We
take great pride in the strength of knowledge,
skills and resources in our organisation as we
welcome our first Board intern, Hui Li, to our
team.

We thank Sandie Gusscott, Monique Pihema and
Leigh Peters for their service as they step off the
DPA Board to focus on other interests. Covid19
has had its challenges and zoom meetings are just
one way of keeping in touch (as you see in our
photo). The Board and our organisation have
responded to using technology to communicate
and to deliver key messages. Our elearning portal
and website have proven to be successful in
keeping connected with our communities. As a
small but mighty organisation we pride
ourselves on the important prevention and
intervention work we do – both with
stakeholders and with the public. Of course, we
could not do this without the support of our
community, in particular the Auckland Regional
Amenities Funding Board, Auckland Council, Water
Safety New Zealand and other Philanthropic Trusts.
Aotearoa New Zealand will be a different place in
the coming year – we will make more use of our
beaches, rivers, lakes and pools, all the more
reason to keep our focus close to home - A water
safe Auckland free from drowning!
Ngā mihi,
Dr. Denise Atkins
Chairperson

Vision - Moemoeā

A water safe Auckland free from drowning

Mission – Whakatakanga

Preventing drowning through education, research, and advocacy

Principles – Te Mau Paru Timu

Our work is evidenced by quality research.
We value our education-informed practice.
Diversity & inclusion is represented at all levels of our organisation.
We value and work to strengthen partnerships with synergistic organisations.

Strategic Aim One – Education

To be the lead agency in providing quality, evidence-based drowning
prevention education in the Auckland region.

Strategic Aim Two – Research

To utilise our research to inform the development and delivery of our
drowning prevention work.

Strategic Aim Three – Advocacy

To champion drowning prevention education and policy development.

Strategic Aim Four – Partnerships

Our partnerships are strong, collaborative and synergistic and are
maximised to strengthen positive collective impact for drowning prevention.

DPA Testimonial
Over the year we have received outstanding expertise, resource and education support from Drowning
Prevention Auckland (DPA). As a school with a great swimming pool regularly being used by our
children and community during summer, it is hugely important to us that our children receive an
aquatics based education which enables our children to use our school pool safely and confidently.
Having the support of a DPA educator who is a registered teacher and holds expertise in this field has
helped build the confidence and knowledge of our 28 classroom teachers, and has also helped us to
develop our Aquatics overview. The support provided included syndicate meetings to help improve
teachers’ knowledge and answer specific questions, and the provision of easy to follow resources which link
to the lessons modelled for us. Teachers were also supported in their teaching at the pool, including
valuable feedback in real time.
We are very appreciative of the support DPA provide and look forward to working with them more in the
future.
~ Ben Fahey; Deputy Principal at Maungawhau School

Strategic Aim Five – Sustainability

To be financially sustainable with strong leadership to ensure long-term
impact in drowning prevention.

Strategic Aim Six – Regional Leadership

To lead on regional initiatives that improve drowning prevention
knowledge for all Aucklanders.

Our Impact Across
Tāmaki Makaurau

Chief Executive Report
I am delighted to be reporting on the last 12-months to 30 June 2020 and my first 8-months
as Chief Executive of Drowning Prevention Auckland.
I would firstly like to acknowledge the skill and expertise that sits within my team in relation
to drowning prevention education, research, and advocacy. We are all deeply committed to
the cause of drowning prevention and the difference we get to make in the lives of
Aucklanders. I am very proud to lead such a capable and purpose-led group of people.
Secondly, it is important to note and acknowledge the impact COVID-19 has had on our
organisation, the sector we operate within, and the community we serve. Thankfully, with
robust financial management and a focus on cost reduction from early in FY20, we have been able to mitigate the
financial impact from the pandemic, at least for this year. There are some challenges to face in the year ahead in
this regard and I know the work done to find improved efficiency and effectiveness in the way that we operate will
have further benefits to come.

Kaipara
Harbour

This report will champion the breadth and diversity of our work across the region and I would like to take the
opportunity to highlight some aspects that we have done in partnership with others and to thank them for their
continued support. I strongly believe that together we can indeed do more, in acheiving collective impact for the
Auckland community. These are some of the collaborative initiatives that I am particularly proud of this year:
Water Safety Advisor programme at Hunua Falls with Water Safety New Zealand, YMCA and Auckland Council to
raise awareness of waterfall dangers with visitors to the area over summer, thereby increasing their safety.
Rock Fishing project – a 15-year collaboration with Surf Lifesaving Northern Region and Auckland Council to keep
the many rock fishers along the West Coast of Auckland aware of the dangers, and therefore safe while
undertaking their activity.
Support of international students new to our country and to the aquatic-related dangers of New Zealand with 		
Surf Lifesaving Northern Region.
Secondary School Water Safety programme in South Auckland with John Walker Find your Field of Dreams.
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Muriwai

And finally, I would like to acknowledge our unique contribution to drowning prevention and growth of water
competency across Auckland in the last 12-months:
Further development of our eLearning platform with the launch of our Water Safety for Children module.
A suite of programmes for culturally and linguistically diverse communities in Auckland.
Continued contribution of evidence-based research on a national and international scale that informs our 		
programme development.
Growth of our workplace programmes that contributes to keeping employees safe in, on and around the water.

💧
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Bethells
Piha

In the next 12-months, we are looking forward to the challenge of adopting a blended approach to our service
delivery with a rich combination of online delivery using our eLearning platform and our traditional face-to-face
education. I am particularly excited about the growth in our culturally appropriate education with the appointment
of a Drowning Prevention Advisor – Asian Community.

Whatipu

A heart-felt thanks to our funders, sponsors, and supporters – we simply could not offer our value without you.
Thank you also to our voluntary board who give so much time in service of keeping Auckland free from drowning;
we appreciate your support.
Ngā mihi,								
Na to rourou, na taku rourou ka ora ai te iwi
Nicola Keen-Biggelaar						
With your basket, and my basket, the people will thrive

DPA Testimonial
“they said to me "Mum that was the best holiday programme we have ever been on, and we learnt heaps"...
“thank you for this valuable inspiring programme offered, not only was it free but absolutely lifesaving
skills and information was provided in an environment which was fun hence the ability for them to
remember and recite after each day what they learnt....Highly recommend.”
6|
~ SPLASH Break-Away Holiday Programme
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DPA Lifejacket Hubs
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Programme Breadth and Impact
Schools
Y0-8

Schools
Y7-13

Gateway

Splash
Break-Away
Holiday
Programme

Wai
Turama and
WaiWise

Tertiary

Lifejacket
Hubs and
Lifejacket
Loan
scheme

Parents
of Young
Children

Pool Safety

Landbased
Fishing

Māori Water
Safety

New Settler
Initiatives

Gender
Specific
Water
Competence

Community
Events

Water
Competence
for
High-Risk
Groups

Workplace
H&S

Older Adults

Description Interactive

Professional
learning and
development
to support the
provision of
aquatic
education
in primary
education
settings.

Professional
learning and
development
to support the
provision of
aquatic
education in
secondary
education
settings.

Vocational
pathways
proving a
route to a
possible career
in the aquatic
sector.

Water
competence
holiday
programme
for students
aged 11-17
years.

Wai
Turama - Intro
to basic water
competence
for Pacific,
Māori and
Asian youth.
WaiWise Water Safety
Leadership
programme
targeted
towards
high-risk
community
groups, 15
years and over,
predominantly
youth groups
15-24 years.

Water
competence
development
for pre-service
primary and
secondary
teachers, and
outdoor
education,
sport and
recreation
students.
Understanding
of, the
importance of,
and confidence to plan
and teach
aquatic
education in
schools for
pre-service
teachers.

All people in
Auckland have
the access and
water
competence
to safely use
lifejackets
around
aquatic
environments.

Parents/
caregivers of
young children
develop their
own water
competence
and how to
teach young
children, and
competence to
safely care for
young
children in
their care
around the
home and
water
environments.

Home pool
owners provide
safe
environments,
especially for
young children.
Parents and
caregivers are
able to keep
young children
safe around
home pools.

Intervention
aimed at
reducing
rock-based
fishing fatalities
and promoting
a safety culture
among this high
risk group of
fishers. Key
behaviour
change of
increased
lifejacket use.

Teaching Māori
communities to
be safe in their
traditional
activities,
especially diving
for kaimoana
and paddling
waka.

Crab Fishing educating the
crab-fishing
community on
safe practice
when crabbing
or collecting
other shellfish.
International
Student Water
Safety - water
safety sessions
for international
students new to
New Zealand.

An opportunity
for all women to
develop water
competence and
swimming in a
safe and
culturally
appropriate way.

To raise
awareness of
key water safety
messaging at
high traffic
community
events

Develop
drowning
prevention
awareness and
knowledge
within
Department
of Correction
facilities.

Water
competence for
employees that
work around the
water.
Pool Lifeguards:
Developing
a consistent
standard of fully
qualified Pool
Lifeguards.
Recreation and
Pool Facilities:
Developing
knowledge of
staff around
their own
emergency
equipment and
Advanced CPR
techniques.

Develop
awareness
among older
adults of the
higher risk
of drowning,
and the water
competence to
cope with the
increased risk.

eLearning

Under
development

Water Safety
for Children

Youth and
Young adults

Youth and
Young adults

Youth and
Young adults

Youth and
Young adults

Youth and
Young adults

Youth and
Young adults

Under
development

Rock Fishing

Kai Gathering
and Waka Ama

Youth and
Young Adults

Under
development

Outputs

716 under
fives, and their
teachers and
parents attend
a water safety
presentation

5,057 primary
teachers
receive PLD
or primary
students
participate
in drowning
prevention
education

4,773
secondary
teachers
receive PLD or
secondary
students
participate
in drowning
prevention
education

200 individual
Gateway
sessions
achieved

985 individual
youth holiday
programme
sessions
attended

2,320 individual Wai Wise/
Wai Turama
sessions
attended in
class, pool or
beach

238 preservice
primary/secondary teachers, or outdoor
education,
sport and rec
students
attend inwater sessions

9,604
individuals
wear and
experience
lifejackets.
45,284
lifejacket
experiences
through the
lifejacket loan
scheme.
45 schools
utilised the
loan scheme.

60 fishers
attended 4 land
based fishing
workshops, a
further 20+
workshops
included rock
fishing safety.

638 individual
kai gathering
/ waka safety
sessions held
in class, pool or
beach

Total of 1,629
individual crab
safety sessions
held in class,
pool or beach

200 individual
in-water
sessions held for
women

Attended 20
events, 2,654
direct contacts,
236 surveys
completed.

Total of 1,704
direct contacts
achieved

712
individual
workplace
sessions held
in class, pool or
beach

389 adults
participated in
a water safety
survey.

Impact

Pre-school
children can
understand
the
importance
of having an
adult beside
them when
they are in,
on and near
water, are able
to ask an adult
to stay with
them around
water and
understand
the
importance of
always
wearing a
correctly fitting
lifejacket when
on a boat or
fishing.

Primary school
teachers are
teaching
holistic water
competence
(not just
swimming).
100% teachers
satisfied with
PLD.
80% of
primary
teachers
indicated a
shift in
knowledge
and
understanding
of the water
competencies
for drowning
prevention
and 100% of
primary
teachers
indicated
a change
in teaching
practice and/
or content in
aquatic
education.

100% of
teachers were
satisfied with
the PLD. 100%
of participants
gained
knowledge
from the
workshops and
presenttions.
100% of teachers indicated a
shift in their
understanding/
knowledge
from PLD/
71% of
teachers
indicated a
shift in
teaching
aquatics
practise from
PLD. 100% of
students
indicate a
shift in
understanding
knowledge

100% of
participants
were satisfied
with
programme.
91 %
completed
the PLSA
training. 100%
of participants
improvred
water safety
knowledge.
91% of
participants
improved
rescue ability.
43% gained
employment
as a Pool
Lifeguard.

98% of clients
satisfied with
the prgramme.
91% of
participants
reported they
developed
new skills.
94% enjoyed
developing
their water
competencies
and
knowledge.
90% would like
to attend the
programme
again.

100% of
participants
satisfied with
the
programme.
89% of
participants
achieved their
goal(s). 80%
demonstrated
improvement
in aquatic
comptence.
75%
demonstrated
improved
water safety
knowledge.
80%
developed
safer water
safety
attitudes. 75%
report
intended
change in
behaviour.
80%
demonstrated
improvement
in water
competence
and critical
thinking
around water.

100% of
teacher
trainees
satisfied with
the PLD. 96.5%
indicated a
shift in
knowledge
and
understanding
of aquatic
education.
96.5%
indicated
a shift in
confidence to
plan and teach
aquatic
education.
100%
indicated
confidence
to implement
aspects of
aquatic
education
immediatly
while on
teaching
practicum.

Lifejackets
are available
for use by the
community
and can easily
be accessed
in their local
communty.
100%
Lifejacket Hub
Coordinators
received
education.
100% of Hub
Coordinators
satisfied. 50%
of Lifejacket
Hub
Coordinators
completed
Data
Reporting.

80%
participants
report improved
knowledge, 85%
intend to wear
a lifejacket. Key
findings from
the Rock Fishing
survey YE2020:
predominantly
male (82%), of
Asian ethnicity
(58%), and 2044 years of age
(76%). One
quarter (24%)
were first-time
visitors to the
fishing site
where they were
interviewed.
Fewer fishers
reported often/
always wearing a
lifejacket,
especially
relevant to the
remoteness of
the sites where
the survey took
place (2020,
38%; 2019, 50%).

Knowledge and
change in
behaviour
around diving
and waka ama
activities.

90% of
participants
report improved
water safety
knowledge. 90%
report safer
water safety
attitudes.
90% indicate
improved
water safety
behaviours.

At end of
programme,
84% of
participants
could
confidently
enter the water
and put face
under water.
82% could
submerge (full
body
submersion),
72% could float
on back
(un-assisted),
78% could kick
unassited, 58%
could perform
a survival swim.
100%
improvement in
water
competence
recorded.

*- 70% of
people surveyed
demonstrated
they
understood the
Auckland
Council Safety
Regulation
Bylaw for
wearing a
lifejacket when
on a small boat
less than 6m
- 70% will
ensure they
wear a lifejacket
the next time
they are on a
boat
- 70% of people
rated the risk
of falling off a
boat into deep,
cold water fully
clothed as high.

100%
participants
satisfied with
presentations.
100% of
participants
gained
knowledge
around safer
practice in and
around water.

Workplace
employees are
equipped with
the appropriate
water
competencies
(knowledge, risk
assessment, and
practical
competencies
etc) to keep
them, and their
colleagues, safe
in the work
place.
Employees
understand how
to rescue others
without
compromising
their own safety.
100% of
attendees
indicated the
programme
met their needs.
100%
satisfied with
the programme.
94% report a
shift in water
competence.
94% indicate
shift in
understanding/
knowledge.

Those aged 65+
years were more
likely to
estimate that
they could
swim less than
five minutes
non-stop when
compared with
younger adult
age groups (30%
vs 20% and 22%
respectively),
and less likely
to report they
could float for
more than one
hour (17% vs
28% and 36%
respectively).
Little change
in older adult
attitudes and
risk perception
to mitigate
the decreased
perceived
competence.

Programme
Name

Early
Childhood

water safety
sessions for
under 5s in
ECE centres
impacting
children, ECE
teachers in
attendance
and some
parents who
join the
session.

Pre-school
children
have adult
supervision
and parents/
caregivers and
children have
water
competence
to safely enjoy
aquatic
environments.

Home pool
owners and
parents of
young children
provide suitable
barriers and
supervision to
ensure safety of
young
children. Reduce
Under 5s
drowning in
home pools
(1 in 2019).

Esther’s Story
Keeping my cultural identity while learning the NZ aquatic lifestyle
“I came to New Zealand 13 years ago as a refugee in 2007 from Burma. Swimming was the one
activity I really wanted to learn as a child.”
Esther took part in our 2019 Gender Specific Water Competence Programme as a member of the
WISE collective project through Belong Aotearoa.
Esther is a natural leader she learned for herself while translating to her peers what they had to do.
“I felt comfortable to learn how to swim in a woman only pool as this is how I was brought up;
women learned these separate from man.”
“It was good to learn both water safety and swimming at the same time, my experience was so fun I
learned so much. Learning this gave me confidence to take into my other work areas. I shared what I
had learned with my family and kids. I made good friendships with other woman and the instructors
were friendly to all of us. I felt a ‘sense of belonging’.”

DPA Testimonial
“a very positive response from Beachlands School who loved the day and praised the top
organisation - so well done to you and all your staff again!”
						
						~ Sally Ayson; Operations Manager William Pike Challenge

Drowning prevention programmes strive to be inclusive and fun. When participants leave feeling
respected and welcomed, we are satisfied, because we know they have given their all. Esther’s story
speaks to this.
“Other benefits are my confidence has grown, I can now swim better and can support my kids while
they learn swimming. I am keen to continue my learning if I get the chance to do this programme
again.”
The benefits of these programmes often go beyond just learning about water competence. The
importance of this learning filters through to friends and family that sparks a desire to want to learn
for themselves. For Esther she is the “See it, to become it” role model to her kids, friends, and family.
Thank you
Esther
Words and photos:
Esther & Leilani Fuemana- abridged

HIGH RISKS FOR PREVENTABLE FATAL DROWNING
in Auckland and New Zealand (2015-2019)

Tarsha’s Story
I wasn’t planning on doing the WaiWise programme
Before doing the WaiWise programme I assumed I knew a lot about water safety like important things
like swimming between the flags and what rips do.
AUCKLAND

ACTIVITIES
Swimming
Powered Boat

NEW ZEALAND

30%

21%

It was a big wakeup call during the sessions as Harry covered things that I wasn’t aware of including
how to put a lifejacket on properly, not jumping in after someone to rescue them in the water cause
you will possibly drown. I’m not a strong swimmer so my confidence in the water wasn’t too great to
start off with but I was willing to give it a go.

18%
12%
30%
34%

Immersion
Landbased Fishing

Going into the WaiWise programme my goal was to be more confident in open water and to be able
to read and understand the signs. I also wanted to know what to do when in trouble in the water; like
in a rip and I feel like I did achieve my goal and I feel so much more confident in open water.

Through this programme I learnt how to spot a rip, the importance of swimming between the flags
and to use a landmark when swimming so you know if a current is moving you too far out you need
to head back.

9%
8%

I expected to learn how to deal with different situations, but I learnt so much more! I have kids and
we enjoy the beach and my worry is that if they got in difficulty I wouldn’t be able to help cause I’m
not a good swimmer so it was good to learn how to help them if they got in trouble in the water and
that’s by getting them floatation like a ball.

ENVIRONMENT
Beaches

26%

38%

Hands down one of the best, most eye-opening courses ever. We’re so grateful we got to do this 5
day programme and my hope is that our boys can share their new found knowledge with their a’iga
and friends and we can keep each other safe in our waterways...because it’s all part of a Kiwi summer.
We learnt new things such as lifejacket safety, how to rescue people without getting in the water,
boat safety, white water rafting at Wero and beach safety!

Offshore 6%
Rivers
Tidal waters

15%
12%
16%

22%
22%

ETHNICITY

34%

NZ European
Maori
Pasifika
Asian
Other / Don’t know

5%

19%

10%
17%
13%
10%
7%

31%

Thank you so much to our boys (Marist 16s and 17s) for coming along every day with a good attitude
and willingness to learn something new, Bethell’s Beach surf club, our swim teachers Chloe and Belle
from Mt Albert Pool, The crew at Wero Whitewater Park, Leilani and Maddi from Drowning
Prevention Auckland and the man that put it all together for our kids...arranging the sessions and
teaching valuable lessons around water safety Harry Aonga....We appreciate your hard work and
words can’t express how grateful we are that you could fit us in and thanks for the awesome bbq too.

46%

I strongly recommend this course to any sports team, church group, youth group or family....a little
knowledge goes a long way.
Have fun in the water, but do what ya oughta.
Tarsha Ieremia

Words and photo:
Tarsha & Harry Aonga- abridged

DPA Testimonial

Kaitiaki’s Story
"This was one of my best experiences I had. Experiencing gathering kaimoana was fun and
made me feel like my ancestors."

I learnt how to gather kai moana safely
Kia ora my name is Kaitiaki Te Haara and I come from up North a place called the Hokianga but have
been living in Auckland for the last 7 years.

"I wasn’t that confident at the start but when I finished I could actually dive and get kina
yeah."

I was invited to participate in a kaimoana gathering programme. I have always wanted to learn how to
dive properly as I have watched my uncles dive for kai.

~ Māori Water Safety Programme

In the beginning I was afraid and just not sure how to go about it.
We started with a theory session and pool session. Clayton taught us how to dive for shells in the
pool it felt real like we were really gathering seafood and we would put them in the sacks attached
to buoyancy aids. We also learnt that buoyancy aids were there to help us from getting exhausted as
they were our safety line.
“We also learnt how to rescue someone in trouble with the buoys so that was cool”.
We then prepared ourselves for the open water dive at Whangaparaoa in Army bay. I was excited to
dive for kina as I had never done it before.

I now have knowledge of what gear I need, always have buoyancy aids, check the weather, go with
other experienced divers and know your limits. This programme was awesome. It taught me correct
diving techniques and having the right equipment and how this can reduce the risk of drowning.

Key Data: 2015-2019 Auckland Drowning

Preventable Drowning Toll

Male

100
Drowning Numbers

“The cool thing was we had all the gear, so the wetsuits kept us warm and protected us from the
rocks. This was the coolest feeling gathering kina and doing what our ancestors did. We each got a
mean feed of kina and we actual applied the skills were learnt from the programme in a real
environment. It was hard to describe the feeling of getting your own food for nothing and not having
to pay for it at the shop and being able to take some home to my parents. My parents loved the kina
and were grateful and happy that I was safe”.
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I would like to thank Clayton and Drowning Prevention Auckland for the experience.
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(Source: DrownBase Water Safety New Zealand 2020)

Kaitiaki Tehaara

2012 - 2019 Preventable Drowning Rate (per 100,000)

Words and photo’s:
Kaitiaki & Clayton Wikaira - abridged
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THANK YOU

Thanking our Donors, Sponsors and Supporters

Your support has enabled us to deliver the following
COMMUNITY
Including Māori Water Safety, Wai Wise, Wai Turama, Gender
Specific Water Competence, SPLASH Break-Away holiday
programme and events.

6,339

137,242
indirect points
of contact

direct points of contact

3,079
direct points of contact made via
20 targeted event promotions,
with 263 water safety surveys
completed.

WORKPLACE

714

direct points of contact made via 37 Aquatic
based pool facility trainings;
Workplace
Health & Safety trainings ;
10
and 4 Webinars.

MARKETING & COMMUNICATIONS

169,908

people reached

through our social media platforms
and communications database

LIFEJACKET LOAN SCHEME

45,284
lifejacket experiences via

45 education institutions and
community organisations.

Drowning Prevention Auckland is grateful for the wonderful support we receive from our donors,
sponsors, grant providers and supporters, enabling us to be a lead agency for regional drowning prevention education, research and advocacy in the Auckland region.
Drowning Prevention Auckland’s primary sources of funding are grants, donations, and sponsorship.
Grants
Grants are a key source of income, allowing us to provide drowning prevention education initiatives
which are responsive and meet the needs of our diverse population in Auckland.
Sincere thanks to our regular funders: the Auckland Regional Amenities Funding Board (our main
funder), Oranga Tamariki, Auckland Council Parks & Recreation, and Water Safety New Zealand for
their continued support.
No matter how big or small the funding; it all enables us to do our work in drowning prevention.

RESEARCH

1,378

Thank you to all our other funders this year: Auckland Council Pools, Auckland Council – Rock fishing,
Bhartiya Samaj, Foundation North, Four Winds Foundation, Harbour Sport, John Walker Find Your
Field of Dreams Foundation, Maritime New Zealand, and Te Mangai Paho.

direct points of contact

Sponsorships

E-LEARNING

1,345

Students

EDUCATION SECTOR
Professional support, early childhood to tertiary.

21,044
direct points of contact

water safety education sessions to

716

children, teachers and
parents in ECE centres.

5,521
4,785
230

direct points of contact from primary

direct points of contact from secondary

direct points of contact from tertiary

Drowning Prevention Auckland is thrilled to have sponsorship from
Aakron Express with the provision of a Club 420 boat that supports
our programmes and provides on-water safety.
Donations
Donations are received from a variety of sources including:
• directly from individuals
• from corporate supporters
• from schools
• from swim schools
This year, we received a generous donation from a private donor who were running a water safety
education programme and decided to retire. A long time supporter of DPA, they offered their
lifejackets to us to continue to be used towards promoting water safety.
Drowning Prevention Auckland is thankful to have the following significant partners, sponsors and
grant providers who supported DPA this year:

Don’t underestimate the risks,
don’t overestimate your ability.
Me mataara ki ngā tūraru,
Me mataara ki ō āheinga.

